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BOFIDAR
BOFIDAR Touch Screen Bluetooth Smartwatch

Specifications

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS: 94 x 3.5 x 1.22 inches
ITEM WEIGHT: 28 ounces
OS ANDROID: iOS
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES: Bluetooth
DEVICE INTERFACE: – primary Touchscreen
SHAPE: Square
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TARGET AUDIENCE: Younger, Teenagers, Seniors, women
COMPATIBLE DEVICES: Smartphone
DISPLAY TYPE: LCD
BATTERY CAPACITY: 200mAh
APP FOR THE WATCH: Dafit APP
COMPATIBLE SYSTEM: iOS 10.0 & Android 5.0 above
TOTAL LENGTH: 10.09 inch, strap width, 0.78 inch
WORKING TIME: about 2 hours full charge, 2-3 days normal use, 5-7 days standby time.
BRAND: BOFIDAR

Introduction

BOFIDAR Smart Watches for Men and Women have full touch screens and 1.7-inch bigger colour screens. You can
either answer the call or immediately dial the number displayed on the watch’s screen when it has been connected to
your phone. In order to ensure that you don’t miss any crucial information, you can also receive SMS and APP
communications (Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, Twitter, etc.).

What’s In the Box?

1 x Smartwatch
1 x Charger
1 x User Manual

Features

Smartwatch with Bluetooth for Calls and Messages (Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, and Twitter, etc).
Sleep Monitor Watch, Heart Rate/Blood Pressure Monitor Watch: Automatically track and evaluate sleeping
patterns.
Multiple exercise modes, GPS exercise route recording, fitness tracker that shows steps, breathing, blood
pressure, and heart rate.
Additional features include a pedometer, calorie counter, distance tracker, weather forecast, a reminder to stay
active and drink water, a camera remote control, music controls, and an alarm clock.
100+ Watch Faces with Stylish UI Customization.

With the BOFIDAR Android Smart Watch, your health and activity are always in your hands!

Sports Function: The 7 exercise modes on the BOFIDAR Fitness Watch. Walking, running, cycling, skipping,
badminton, basketball, football, etc. are a few of these.
Following exercise, you can examine the calories, steps, distance, and heart rate that the watch tracked and
recorded on the Dafit App and utilize the information to organize your routine and stay in shape.

The information produced by the watch is not intended for use as professional instrument data and is only provided
for reference.

There are more than 100 different watch face designs available for smart watches. Additionally, you can add your
favorite images to the watch face customization.

Smartwatches and activity trackers

To safeguard your health, the fitness tracker watch supports continuous heart rate, blood oxygen, and sleep
monitoring. Additionally, it correctly records your daily activities, including the number of steps taken, the distance
travelled, and the calories burned, enabling you to achieve superior fitness results. On the “Dafit” app, detailed record
data may be examined. (Note: The watch’s data is strictly for reference and cannot be applied to medical situations.

Life Assistant and Sports Watch

This Android smart watch supports seven different types of fitness trackers; you may select the appropriate mode
based on your preferred sport, such as cycling, skiing, walking, or jogging. As an assistant, it can also control your
music and camera, show the weather, remind you to drink water and get up every so often, and find your phone. This
makes your life more convenient. (Note: You should not swim or soak in water while wearing this fitness watch.)



Additional Battery Life and Personalized Watch Face

The Smart Watches have a 2 hour charging time, an usual use time of 2-3 days, a standby time of 5-7 days, and a
removable strap. The App offers more than 100 distinct watch face designs. Additionally, you can add your favourite
images to the watch faces. The ideal presents for both men and women!

Smart Watches with Fitness Trackers for Men and Women

BOFIDAR smart watches employ built-in sensors, system algorithms, and huge data analysis to detect sleep.
They also use sensors to monitor heart rate and wrist movement to identify when a user is sleeping and
whether they are still sleeping. Consequently, let you know how well you slept.
Monitoring heart rate is the most precise way to assess how effective an exercise programmer is. The heart rate
can be instantly detected by the smart watch, allowing you to monitor how your heart rate changes as you
exercise and reasonably control the intensity of your movements.
Blood Oxygen Monitoring: Immediately after working out or whenever you feel fatigued, breathing, thinking, or
attention is not focused, you can use the BOFIDAR Smart Watch to check your blood oxygen saturation and
make necessary adjustments to your body’s condition.

Warm Advice

Although swimming, diving, or using a sauna are not recommended while wearing a BOFIDAR fitness tracker, it
is not necessary to remove it when washing your hands.
After activity, please take the watch off and dry your wrist and watch for a better experience.

Frequently Asked Questions

Can the band be changed? and quickly purchase them?

The strap can be changed, yes. Watch bands in the appropriate size are simple to find everywhere. The strap on this
watch is 20mm wide.

Is there a silent (vibrating) alarm on this?

Yes, the silent (vibrating) alarm on this watch exists.

Am I still able to use earbuds?

Sure. Your phone can be linked to several Bluetooth devices at once, and the BOFIDAR Smartwatch does not
interfere with any of your other Bluetooth gadgets.

Can I still use my earbuds?

Multiple Bluetooth devices can be connected to your phone at once, and the BOFIDAR Smartwatch does not conflict
with any of your other Bluetooth accessories.

Does the watch vibrate when a message arrives?

When it receives a message, the watch does really vibrate. You can find the vibration mode on the watch settings
interface and select to turn it on or off if you don’t want the smart watch to vibrate.

You have access to Spotify and Pandora. If so, is the free version available?

Only the linked phone’s music playback can be managed by the BOFIDAR watch.

Several alarms can be set by this watch.

Three alarms can be set off simultaneously by this BOFIDAR smart watch.

Are you able to text back?

No, the watch does not support text message answering; it just supports text message receiving and reading.

How can I change the time?



The watch will show and synchronize the phone’s time and date once they have been successfully linked. The alarm
clock can be set on the watch, however you must do so using the Fitbit APP. On the Dafit APP, there are 3 alarm
clocks that can be set; after setting one successfully, it will vibrate at the designated time.

Is this watch compatible with the Android operating system of the LG K20 Plus?

The lg k20 plus phone is compatible with this watch. Mobile phones running iOS 10.0 & Android 5.0 or later are
compatible with the BOFIDAR smart watch.

The watch is not paired, it says when I try to check the weather. I set the location in the app, and as far as I
can tell, it is linked. Any recommendations?

After Bluetooth pairing, the smart watch needs to be connected using the Dafit APP; make sure the connection is
secure. You must activate the phone’s positioning feature before the weather function can be seen.

How do I view the photos the watch took?

The watch does not come equipped with a camera. After connecting to it, it can command the mobile phone’s
camera mode to capture images.

Do text notifications require a connection to the app?

Yes, you must pair your watch with your phone in order to receive calls and SMS notifications.

Is the watch water resistant?

The watch has an IP67 waterproof rating. Although BOFIDAR Smart Watches should not be worn when diving,
swimming, or in a sauna, you do not have to remove them when washing your hands.
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